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TRACI ALLEN

sweet, innocent, shy
irl. I like pink, I like
nls, I like roses and
ping and steaming
bubble baths. I am
:l stickler for details
nen it comes to my
ldings.1 belong to a
Ippearing breed of
romantics. I am
"a piece of work."

right: filmstill from
A Girlyshow, video
installation, 2005

GARNEY CALDWELL ~

uen't many people out there that know me.
let, standoffish, and distant around people.
my way of getting them to see that there is
re to the guy standing in the corner. Um, I
:lnt them to uh ... see me as uh ... god I can't
(e I'm doing comics. Everyone is going to
's immature. And what if they don't like the
¥ings or the writing. Um ... So um ... that's it.
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MOLLY CHAPMAN
My participation in the majority erases my
individuality and shields me from the discomfort
of standing out. Though at times I crave that
apprehension, I never have to be conscious of
my personal identity. The physical surface of
my body, which is ordinary and similar to those
around me, is worthy of investigation simply
because I do not have to investigate it, but
rather, am allowed to accept it as the norm. I
am exploring the average of natural bodily
materials as well as those we purchase to adorn
and maintain our bodies.

left: detail of Standing for the Masses, ha ir and
hairspray, d imensions va ria ble , 2005

MARGARET DRENNEN
The paintings become objects,
and are allowed to decide
their own organic forms. The
artist has little hand in the
process. The paint mixes and
undulates by its own devices.
The paintings penetrate the
space from the ceiling for a
visceral experience for
the viewer.

LEILA MAHFOOZ
There is a golden wall that entombs me. It is a culture that holds me
and binds me to its ancient traditions. There is golden cage that
inhibits me. It isa culture that is beautiful but it constrains me.
My work is my struggle to strike a balance between my cultural
heritage and my immediate environment ·
above: detail of Untitled , mixed media on canvas, 1Oxl 0",2005.

